The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs
by Jon Scieszka

1. From the Wolf's point of view, the Third Little Pig was rude. That made Wolf angry. Then Pig called the cops and the wolf never got his sugar. Instead he went to jail. How could Wolf and Pig have better resolved their conflict? Why not act it out!

2. Think about the following statements. Use signals to show whether you agree or disagree with the statements.

   Signals are:
   Both hands with thumbs up - strongly agree
   One hand with a thumb up - agree
   Folding arms in front - neutral
   One hand with thumb down - disagree
   Both hands with thumbs down - strongly disagree

Possible Statements:
The Wolf's story is a lie.
The First Pig should not have built his house out of straw.
Wolf should not have eaten First and Second Little Pigs.
Wolf was smart to eat the two little pigs because he was following the saying, Feed a cold and starve a fever.
There are two sides to every story.